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Who recognizes those buildings?



Organizations that move quickly to embrace AI will 
usher in a new wave of growth and value creation















It is the midpoint 
of the

Percentage of new 
enterprise apps built 
with low-code tools

20262020

<25%

75%









Build your own copilot
Create and publish a custom copilot for your 
organization using the intuitive building 
experience enhanced with large language 
models and generative AI

Customize Microsoft Copilot
Extend and customize 1st party Microsoft Copilots 
with your own enterprise scenarios. Copilot 
Studio will be included with the Microsoft 365 
Copilot SKU.

Connected platform
Integrates and exposes various Microsoft’s 
conversational AI technology stacks - integrated 
with Azure AI Studio, Azure Cognitive Services, 
Azure Bot Framework, Power Platforms AI models 
and more

Microsoft Copilot 
Studio

Manage copilot experiences
Governance and control features to monitor usage 
with full visibility of customizations, standalone 
copilots as well as who is building and customizing 
them. 

Public Preview & GA



AI assistance in building topics, designing and modifying the app all 
through natural language 

Copilot in Power Apps

AI-assisted table creation that 
takes your existing data and turns 
it into an app in just a few steps

Accelerate simple or repetitive 
tasks, use reusable components to 
move from idea to deployment 
faster

Build, reimagine, and deploy 
business applications all through 
intuitive natural language

Public Preview & GA



Copilot in Power Automate

AI assisted authoring available “at your 
fingertips” allows developers and non-
developers alike to build, edit, and 
extend solutions using natural language

This new way to create flows runs on 
OpenAI Codex, an AI model descendant 
of GPT-4 that can translate natural 
language to code, in this case, Power 
Automate cloud flows

AI powered insight empowers everyone 
in your organization to make data-
driven decisions

Bring ideas to life with AI powered automation development

Public Preview & GA



Copilot in Power Pages

Build page layouts with the 
appropriate starting website 
content through natural language

Create forms and the appropriate 
table to store the form data

Use natural language to generate 
the right text content that can be 
adjusted for length, tone, and 
more

AI assistance in building topics, designing and modifying the bot all 
through natural language.

Public Preview & GA






Let´s take the elevator



The smarter caterer
The Challenge

The challenge The idea we currently working on

30x

20 events * 80 ppl * 5g =

8 kg per day



Approvals made easy
The Challenge

FOTO

The challenge The solution

increase credit
card limit

new credit
card

project
investment

request

Business travel
request

„cash out 
approval“

employee idea
reward

Job rotation
request



Observe the market!

FOTO FOTO

The challenge The solution



Service copilot

A ticket in customer support can not be
solved directly or with the knowledge 
base. The ticket owner needs support 
from direct colleagues, not from 2nd or 3rd

level support

The challenge The solution



Now we are at the top



Got new angles?



Power Platform Session to win
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